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ComDoc
    The solution for digital archiving and document manipulation 

Coming's ComDoc solution  FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS

The functionality of this solution can be achieved
through the following units: 

 

 Entering (scanning and loading) documents  
Cases

Quick search archive 

Conductor guidance
Digital signature

Security through the application
Forward a document by e-mail

Save document history

Administration of folders, types and attributes

was implemented as a response of 
growing needs of the domestic 
market for one complete, simple 
and functional solution for archiving 
and manipulation of documents, 
permanent preservation by all 
safety standards and tracking the 
history of one document.



Scanning of documents 

The scanning of documents is a good 
way to get documents that are in 
paper form and as such permanently 
preserved in digital archives. The app 
offers the possibility of scanning the 
documents from any  device located 
on the network, simply choosing a 
source, it is possible to manipulate the 
document, using the options that 
we're going to have to scan someone 
document (rotation, scanning black 
and white images or colour, etc.), add 
descriptive attributes that will later 
facilitate the search, sign document, 
and if desired forward it to someone 
by e-mail.

Loading documents has a similar function to scanning, the difference is that the loaded documents 
are already in digital form. Up to 10 documents can be loaded with an easy swipe in the form, or by 
selecting from the file system. Further manipulation of the document is carried out in the same way as 
the code scanning of the document.



CASES

 

Administration of trees, types and attributes 

DMS – enables classification and storage of documents by case. In this section, you can see
the identification number, the name of the case, the description, as well as the status of whether the 
case is open or closed.
Also, an administrator can define the types and attributes on which to describe the case.
By clicking on the preview, you can see all the documents contained in a single subject.

Within a company, a user who has the privilege to create a 
category and subcategory tree, it has the ability to make a 

structure similar to the one on the file system that everyone is 
used to it, i.e. folders and subfolders. It also defines the types 

of documents, and creates additional attributes that are 
associated with those types. Another option is to assign the 
privileges of their employees at the individual level to read, 
edit, signing and delete documents. The same restrictions 

can be created for all categories and subcategories.



Quick search archive

The advantage of this solution is the easy and fast availability of information at all times. It is well known that  in more de-
tailed it is described it is  easier to find. This service gives the ability to search by all parameters related to a single docu-
ment, which means that we can search for it by all basic and additional attributes, whether it is signed or not, by type, be-
longing to a category, etc.



Save document history

Conductor guidance

An important feature of this solution is that the complete history of a document is preserved. Every change in 
the document,  whether it's just changing the value of an attribute, changing content, adding or changing a 
signature, it is stored as a new version of the document, which gives the ability to remember the entire history 
of changes which achieves a high level of security, and the availability of all the information that was present 
from the moment of initial archiving of the document.

The solution allows you to run an electronic operator. The method of generating an active number is 
configurable, and can consist of a category code, a separator, a year, and a number of series. All the 

combinations of the number are possible, but if it is included in the working number the code must be 
defined at the tree administration code.



DIGITAL SIGNATURE

 

Forward a document by e-mail

 

Digital signature is a vital function of this service and that's what 
makes it different from other document archiving systems. A digital 
signature confirms the authenticity of the contents of the message 
and guarantees identity of the signatory of the document and it is 
issued by the authorized institution.

After archiving the document, it is possible to forward the document to the application user or to a 
third party. If it is a user’s application, the user will receive a notification and a link to the page where 

the user can view the contents of the document, and the descriptive attributes that are assigned, 
and can make changes if it has the appropriate privileges. If the person who has received the 

e-mail is not the user of the application, they will receive a notification and the document itself, 
which they can be download and view.



Saving user actions
View previous versions of documents
Security through account roles on the system
Different approaches

Security through the application

Additional data security is enabled through account roles on the system. Within a company, an order is as-
signed to an administrator who can assign accounts to employees in the environment, as well as impose 
restrictions on them in terms of search, alteration and archiving of data. The user who has this role on the 
system is the only one who has the ability to delete documents, as well as creating a folder/category struc-
ture and defining new attribute types. Users to whom belong other roles can only perform basic operations 
on documents.



Benefits of the solution 

Advantages for employees Advantages for management

View documents
Division of jobs  
Facilitate work and handling of documents 

Insight into the flow of data
Insight into the status of the case
The ability to improve process

Repository of documents – available always and everywhere

Centralized system 

Better document organization

System supports the entire life of a single document 
Predefined document flow

Faster and easier work process             
High degree of protection
Secure File Sharing

As  DMS encloses whole lifetime of a document and that various 
activities are performed on the document, where a document
content can be very  delicate , we have increased data protection 
on even higher level.  A system that implies 13 different types of
privileges on the level of categories per single user has been already 
implemented in the archive. This software  represents
excellent  document repository  that is organized as web application 
with possibility of hosting in a cloud, and owing to this documents  
are available anytime anywhere in real time. You only  need  Internet 
connection and  you do not need any special hardware or
infrastructure.



WFE – Workflow engine

 The basis of the DMS is the definition of the configuration of the document flow (hereinafter referred to as the Procedure) 
according to which documents will be, i.e. a group of documents move from the moment of starting the procedure, until all 
steps are followed, and the procedure is over. The procedure is defined in advance and it is determined by the user group 
responsible for each step from the procedure. In addition to the basic information about the step (name, description...), the 
duration of the step is defined, whether the in this step, it is possible to change the documents that enter the procedure, 
whether it is possible to add new ones in this step and whether this step can be the final step of the procedure. In addition, a 
step can be defined by questions about the text format, as well as whether they are mandatory. The closing of the step, i.e. 
the transition to the next, it's not possible until all the necessary questions are answered.

Any predefined procedure requires the following steps. It is necessary to select a set of documents that will initially enter the 
procedure. It is necessary to define the visibility of each of the documents from the set, at the level of each step. Each step 
has its own status that can have the following values: Open, Unstarted, In progress and closed. Switching between two steps 
of the procedure involves the user writing a comment about the result of the work on the current step, selecting the next 
step from the list of possible followers and select specific users for the next step which forwards further work, and who are 
selected from the offered group of users assigned to the step in its configuration. Only selected users can work on a con-
crete step. In addition, since there is an opportunity for more users to assign one step to work, it is possible for users in a 
specific step to check for the option to work on that step, which will allow all other users to know exactly who of their group is 
working on a specific task, in order to avoid unwanted parallel work. A detailed history of documents is remembered, which 
implies that it is possible to track information about it, in what procedure, at exactly what step, at what time and which user 
made a change to the documents or added new ones.



Conclusion

In an era in which every segment of a business can be improved by use of information 
technologies that rely on cloud resources, there is a need for more efficient and more 
secure way to save documents. Digitalization is the key to successful operation of a 

company. Full digitalization also means complete automation of business processes, 
with the aim of achieving a business model 

they are in step with the times and demands of the market. The digital library makes 
easier the

the realization of all future ideas by simply upgrading and developing already the exist-
ing system.




